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Great Leaders Make Mickey Mouse Decisions Total Evaluations: 23

Sunday, May 15

1:00 PM – 2:00 PM

Speaker: Lenn Millbower – Mouse Man Consulting

Session Evaluation
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1) Overall, I was satisfied with the session. (Please select 1 through 5,

with 5 being the highest.)
0% 0% 4.3% 26.1% 69.6% 4.65 4.39

2) Please provide any feedback you wish regarding the session.

Great session. Made it accessible and ways to implement

This delivered exactly what I was looking for, in addition to things I didn’t even know we needed!

Such a cool theme and idea considering the location of this year’s conference! I’ll think twice about the term “Mickey mouse

decisions” now.

Entertaining and knowledgeable presenter

This presentation was VERY well done. I like how Lenn tied it to ACCEL.

The concepts in this session were very relatable and practical

Very practical information that could be applied to leadership everywhere

Fun session with great ideas that can be implemented

Interactive and engaging

Average: 4.65

Lenn Millbower - Great Leaders Make Mickey Mouse Decisions
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3) The speaker has excellent presentation skills and knows the

subject matter well. (Please select 1 through 5, with 5 being the

highest.)

0% 0% 0% 21.7% 78.3% 4.78 4.47
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4) Please provide any feedback you wish to about the speaker.

Excellent! Thank you!!

I really enjoyed your examples. It was a fun and interesting presentation.

Great presenter and great relatable information! My favorite session so far! Purchased the book based on his knowledge of the

topic and presentation. Thank you for such an engaging and interesting session.

Very engaging. I hated for the training to end. I could have listened to him all day!

Very knowledgeable

Great resource and expert on this topic

I've heard Lenn speak before and even hired him for an event at my company. Love his approach!

Great ideas. Loved the experiences he gave. Great session.

Love the expertise and insight that Lenn brings.

Lenn Millbower's average: 4.78

Average for all people: 4.78


